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Description:
Essay by Lara Adrian
In Edge of Dawn, I’m taking the Midnight Breed series in a new direction, one I’ve been planning for
a long time. Not so much a spinoff or a reboot, Edge of Dawn is the evolution of the series. It’s also a
good starting point for new readers who may not be familiar with the books that came before it. In
the first ten books of the series, the existence of vampires (the Breed, as they’re known here) has
been undiscovered for many centuries. Now, in Edge of Dawn, the Breed has been outed to mankind
in the worst way, exposed as blood-thirsting monsters to be feared and, if possible, destroyed. A

tentative, tenuous peace has been found in the twenty years since, but there are those on both sides
of the conflict who would like nothing more than to see that fragile truce dissolve into war.
As a writer, I love romances that are set against a backdrop of deep external conflict and emotional
drama. Add to that a pairing between two strong characters with their own unresolved
history—better yet, an undiscovered betrayal--and I’m in storytelling heaven! InEdge of Dawn, longtime Midnight Breed readers will be reintroduced to Mira, a little girl in the first arc of the series,
who is now the formidable captain of her own team of Breed warriors. As the book opens, Mira’s
young heart has been crushed by the war that claimed the only man she’s ever loved. But she soon
finds out the only thing that cuts deeper than a blade raised in combat is the sharp edge of a lie from
someone she trusted above all others. . . .
When I first began writing the Midnight Breed series eight years ago, I never dreamed it would go
from the germ of an idea to an eleven-book (and counting!) best-selling series. If I’d had any
inclination of what I was getting myself into creatively, I’m not sure I’d have had the guts to attempt
it.
You see, I’m a plotting writer. I like to know where I’m heading, and where I need to end up, before I
write the first page. Sure, I allow for serendipity and surprises that spring organically from my
characters and their interaction in the story. As a writer, you have to allow for those moments, or
run the risk of crafting tightly woven stories with no heart or soul. Sometimes--in fiction and in real
life--you need to take a leap of faith and see where you land.
Taking a long-running, popular series in a new direction (not so new that fans won't recognize it)
was a little scary, but at the same time, I've never had more fun with the series than I'm having now.
There's still plenty of page-time with the familiar cast of characters from the Order, but in Edge of
Dawn you'll be getting to know the next generation of warriors--all grown up--and their soon-to-be
mates. You'll also meet some all-new characters I hope you'll love, and a few I think you'll probably
love to hate.
I hope you enjoy Edge of Dawn and the rest of the books in the Midnight Breed series.

From *Starred Review* The war between humans and the Breed has been over for almost two
decades, but Mira, a squad captain for the Order—Breed warriors dedicated to protecting vampires
and humans alike—struggles to keep her anger in check ever since Kellan Archer, a fellow Breed
warrior and Mira’s one true love, was killed by rebels. Every once in a while her blood boils for
revenge, so when she spots rebel-sympathizer Rooster skulking around Boston late one night, she
follows him. As a result of their subsequent altercation, she is temporarily relieved of her command
and given the task of escorting reclusive human scientist Dr. Jeremy Ackmeyer to the Global Nations
Council Peace Summit in Washington, D.C. Upon arriving at Ackmeyer’s fortresslike home, Mira
discovers someone else has been there first. Taken hostage by the kidnappers, Mira is in for an even
greater shock when she discovers the identity of their leader. The eleventh installment in Adrian’s
strikingly original Midnight Breed series delivers an abundance of nail-biting suspenseful chills, redhot sexy thrills, an intricately built world, and realistically complicated and conflicted protagonists,
whose happily-ever-after ending proves to be all the sweeter after what they endure to get there. -John Charles
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